A homeless man sleeps under an American flag blanket on a park bench in New York City. He is among the tens of thousands of homeless men, women and children in one of the wealthiest cities in the world.

THE AMERICAN PEOPLE WANT AN END TO HOMELESSNESS
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EDITORIAL

We are living in times of immense change, where the world we thought we knew is transforming into something else completely. Technological advances have moved humanity from an era of scarcity to a new era of abundance. As technology races ahead, society and our institutions have to change accordingly. Public education is just one such institution. The question is: will change be in the interests of the public or the corporations?

In Oklahoma, Senate Bill 1187 strips teachers and support staff of any wage increases, bargaining rights, and benefits. Detroit schools, run by an unelected Emergency Manager, are literally crumbling around the students as the district faces billions of dollars of debt. Lead contaminates the water fountains of numerous Chicago schools. New college graduates are burdened with monstrous debts and few job prospects, forced to live with family or on the street. The few job prospects are paying the bill from an era of scarcity to a new era of abundance. As technology races ahead, society and our institutions have to change accordingly. The public school system, which includes the closing of massive numbers of schools, is overseen by an unelected Emergency Manager who serves corporate and financial interests.

The dismantling of Detroit's public school system, which includes the closing of massive numbers of schools, is overseen by an unelected Emergency Manager who serves corporate and financial interests.

Do you like what you see in this paper?

If you like what you’re reading, the People’s Tribune needs your help. We have no paid staff and get no grants. The People’s Tribune relies entirely on its readers for financial support. Make a donation today. When you distribute this paper to others, ask for a donation. If you hold a discussion group around the People’s Tribune, ask for donations. The People’s Tribune not only opens its pages to the voices of the movement, it puts forward a vision of a new, cooperative society where everyone’s needs are met and a strategy for getting there. From this point on, the direction our country takes depends largely on how people understand the problem and the solution. We need a press to win the battle of ideas. This paper can only continue to exist with your help. Make donations payable to People’s Tribune and send to P.O. Box 3524, Chicago, IL, 60654. You can also donate via Paypal at www.peoplestribune.org.
The American people want an end to homelessness

Recently, the homeless Beal family with its four young children occupied the Mayor’s office at Oakland City Hall, demanding the government do something to help them. They had been through the nightmare of a slumlord eviction from their sewerage-flooded apartment, forced to sleep in their car and in vacant buildings, in rapidly-gentrifying Oakland, CA. “We are at the end of our rope,” they explained. “We can’t live like this. We shouldn’t have to. Our children deserve better. Desperate times call for desperate measures.”

Indeed we are in desperate times. The mass replacement of jobs by automation is throwing millions out of work forever. As labor is eliminated from the workplace, the value of human life, as evidenced by the sheer number of people living in the streets, is driven to zero. Formerly stable workers suddenly find themselves on the wrong end of a job loss, an illness, a foreclosure or an eviction, living on a couch, in a vehicle or in the streets. Homeless kids move from town to town, depending on each other for safety and company.

The American people want to see homelessness ended and people taken care of. The ruling class has another remedy, harassment and jail for the ‘crimes’ of poverty. Sitting and lying on the sidewalk has been made illegal in cities and towns across the country, as well as asking for help by ‘flying’ a sign. People are arrested for sharing free food.

Homelessness is the Achilles heel of the capitalist system, where what we need is held as private property for profit, and withheld if we can’t pay for it.

This can’t be defended morally or practically, since there is more than enough of everything to fully satisfy everyone’s needs. The powers that be attack and criminalize people for pitching tents and sleeping in doorways, along the curbs under gleaming new condo towers in cities like San Francisco, or in the burned-out houses of Detroit. The ruling class has no remedy but terror. A government which can only mount fascist attacks against those in desperate need, while withholding the abundance it controls, is not fit to rule.

The homeless themselves are organizing in their own interest. Residents of self-governing tent cities across the US are demanding the right to this basic form of shelter, while organizing to demand housing as a right. City halls and capitol buildings are occupied, the homeless and their supporters demanding that government respond to human needs. The corporate-controlled government’s abject failure to do this calls its very existence into question.

The demands of the homeless and the whole of our class for the absolute right to housing and all else we need, not just to survive but to thrive, is in reality a cry for the overturning of the profit-driven system of private ownership, and for a society of sharing controlled by the people. This is the ultimate demand of the struggle for homeless rights, and everyone’s basic rights, and its logical outcome.

Readers speak

“The People’s Tribune should be a must read for everyone who fights for the poor and injustices forced on us by the capitalist system. Thank you for speaking the truth.”

— Hy Thurman
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The People’s Tribune strives to bring clarity and to unite the movement around a vision of a better world and a strategy to achieve it. It has no paid staff and gets no corporate grants. We need your support to continue telling the truth.

One-time donations are welcome. If you can spare $20 a month or more, you’ll be a hero. Make donations payable to People’s Tribune and send to P.O. Box 3524, Chicago, IL 60654. You can also donate via PayPal at www.peoplestribune.org.

— People’s Tribune Editorial Board
Open letter to Mayor Schaaf from a homeless Oakland family

OAKLAND, CA —

Dear Mayor Libby Schaaf,

Like thousands of other families in Oakland, CA, we are sick and tired of being homeless. Everywhere we go, it’s barriers. Everyone has a different story of how they became homeless, but every homeless person has experienced the things we’ve experienced: Discrimination, Inadequate protection from bad landlords, Nowhere to turn for help. Constant fear & threats to safety. We are at the end of our rope. We can’t live like this. We shouldn’t have to. Our children deserve better.

Mayor Libby Schaaf, you need to start prioritizing our needs over the interests of people who are profiting from our suffering:

We need immediate emergency relief for all homeless families in Oakland. No child under the age of 18 should be without shelter on your watch. Protect Oakland Renters. Prevent other people from going through the hell we’ve been going through for the past two years. Put the ProtectOaklandRenters initiative on the 2016 ballot immediately, and extend the moratorium on no-fault evictions & rent increases until permanent tenant protections are passed, funded, implemented, and enforced.

Redistribute at least 25% of Oakland Police Department’s budget to fund programs and services to prevent and address displacement, poverty and violence in our city. You campaigned on the idea of “a holistic approach to public safety.” How can you justify spending over 60% of Oakland’s general fund (we may be homeless, but we pay taxes too) to pay cops to stalk our families by night (when they’re not out committing statutory rape, breaking into people’s houses and God knows what else)!

We need a place for our babies to sleep. The police can’t help us with that. We need food and healthcare for our children. The police can’t help us with that. We need jobs that pay enough for us to be able to afford the cost of living in Oakland. The police can’t help us with that, and we are not safe. Holistic public safety means applying for the youth jobs grant on time and using public land for public good.

Today at noon, we are moving into Oakland City Hall. We’re bringing an inflatable mattress, bedding, and our four children, Desperate times call for desperate measures. We have nowhere else to go. If you don’t want us at City Hall, give us a safe place to stay. Your house looks like it might have a few extra rooms in it.

We invite all long-time Oaklanders (especially families with children) who have been experiencing homelessness to join us today. If you’re hungry, come to City Hall. We have organized meals to be served for all who show up. We ask for all people of conscience to come out and support our family and all the homeless families in Oakland. Thank you for standing with us. #StopStayExpand

The Beal Family

Excerpts from an article at
www.crt4sd.org/blog/2016/6/30/open-letter-to-libby-schaaf-from-a-homeless-oakland-family

Defend the homeless
From the Editors

The body of a homeless man in San Diego, CA, was set on fire — after he was murdered. This was one of a series of attacks on the city’s homeless that left two people dead.

What accounts for this hatred? The homeless, the victims of a collapsing economic system, are scapegoated by the powers that be and blamed for its failures. This sows division and hatred. This hatred can’t be thoroughly understood unless examined in light of the conditions that gave it birth.

A section of American history is rooted in the horrors of African slavery and genocide against the natives. The government’s assault on civil liberties, coupled with the whipping up of racist terror, is fueled by this history.

But there is another root to our history. It is exemplified by the vision in the Declaration of Independence that inspired revolutionaries throughout the world. It is in the songs and battles of those who died to make people free.

This is a new era. New technology is making millions homeless. The rulers have no solution except fascism. There is plenty of housing. We must bring the demand that the government give the homeless people a voice of Baltimore. That is the sad reality of Baltimore. The city once had good jobs but factories and steel mill closings have destroyed the city. Today all of Baltimore’s homeless population is increasing due to failure of government to rebuild vacant housing for those in need. The city once had good jobs but factories and steel mill closures have flooded the streets with those who lost jobs and homes. PHOTO/DONATED

My third question was, ‘What prevents unity for the homeless?’ The main barrier to unity is no hope for the future. Many homeless see their situation is only getting worse. Many have no vision of how they could enhance their situation. Many people stated that there used to be community structures that gave a lot of people hope, identity and a kind of security. Many homeless said in the past it was easier on the streets because people were looking after each other. Today the homeless feel no one is caring about them. They are disappointed in people generally and this prevents them from uniting.

The solution is more people who actually care about the homeless as people, more people with a vision of a society without homelessness and the desire to have such a society. What is needed is more people who understand that any of us could be homeless. People are needed who want to end homelessness, not just get free bread.

All in all, the circumstances in Baltimore are not getting better. The city of Baltimore has to invest more in education, affordable housing, job training and conversion of all vacant buildings into useful homes, schools and health clinics. The situation is not hopeless, there is still a chance for change, but we have to act now before it gets too late.
Homeless protest for the right to sleep and survive

By Mike Zint

BERKELEY CA — They say a picture is worth a thousand words, but I can only come up with one. And that word is torture. When a life sustaining activity like sleep is not permitted, torture is the result. Suffering is increased. Hopelessness overwhelms. And when we stand against it?

Enter Liberty City 2, weekend vigil for equal rights and protections for the homeless. Starting July 2, ‘First They Came for the Homeless’ called a vigil to seek justice for the participants of Liberty City last November, when the city’s Berkley illegally destroyed four truckloads of gear confiscated from our protest. Instead of allowing this latest vigil, the city spent thousands trying to prevent it.

We show up to a completely fenced-off City Hall. The city’s raid on July 2 confiscated our pop up tent and info table, saying City Hall was private property. We are not allowed to protest. The assistant city manager was on hand supervising this unconstitutional act.

We were informed by police that if we slept we would be arrested. Sleep deprivation is torture. Two of our homeless protestors were arrested at midnight and taken to jail for sleeping (“lodging”), others given citations.

We continued, sitting on cardboard for the entire time. We still had music and art. We chalked the sidewalks. We had community. We had sharing. And we had fun.

We never had a large group. Our numbers dwindled after the arrests and citations. But we were not going to quit. By Sunday, we had a small group of homeless coming to talk. They came for food and they came for hope. We had plenty of food. But we could not offer them hope. There is none.

There will be no hope until the people in charge recognize that people in need will not disappear because we are inconvenient. The problem is only getting worse. Cities are doing nothing but giving money to groups who rely on homelessness to stay in business. They will not solve homelessness if they are profiting from it. This is the same as all encampments. Shelter, stability, and storage are the attraction. These are what the homeless are looking for. Some of them use drugs. And drug use and crime are used by the city as an excuse to torture ALL homeless. These encampments form out of desperation. And they will continue to develop in nooks everywhere. The city is wasting money and effort fighting a losing battle. The truth is the homeless in this country are people who can’t go away. They have no place to go. But it is not over. It will never be over until there are equal rights, justice, and compassion for those in need. By cooperating and taking care of each other, the homeless show the housed what humanity is all about.

Homeless family works to create a cooperative society

By Indigo Kelly

“My name is Indigo Kelly; my wife is Pacha; my daughters are Nadia Theresa and Samantha Keona.

About two years ago my family became homeless. Our blood family turned their backs on us and abandoned us. We were no longer living up to their standards.

It was painful, but from that experience we began to find our soul family and Red Road Revival. Red Road Revival is my family’s attempt to give back, to be of service and to heal ourselves and others.

We have been traveling the country living out of our vehicle, pulling a trailer around, feeding people for free or for donations at every stop. This movement runs completely off of donations.

It’s been two years since we were able to be comfortable, to rest or just be. But that’s OK ’cause truly being of service is not easy. We suffer so others do not have to. We go without so others do not have to.

When this journey first started Pacha and I had a vision of traveling the country in a veggie oil powered bus with solar panels and a kitchen, enough room that we never had to turn someone down for a ride.

We wanted to create a mobile community, a caravan that would help raise awareness to issues each community we stopped at were facing. We wanted to be able to help combat those issues and truly make a difference through the collective power of this tribe. We wanted to hold sacred space where people felt safe to open up and share their hearts or release their pain. We never want people to feel alone or useless again.

We were gifted a bus in California that is everything we have ever dreamed of. The bus needs some repairs to get it roadworthy. It will give others hope and help propel this movement to the next level: it will also give us a home. Something we have been longing for.

When people ask why we do this and why we put ourselves through this, I say we are healing ourselves, healing issues of abandonment, healing issues of not feeling worthy of love because of the people that look down on us.

Each soul we help, each mouth we feed, each structure we build, every garden we plant, every tear that is shed on our shoulders is a step toward healing.

We cannot do this alone: we need people to stand up with us, reach inside and pull their light out and let it shine.

We will do everything we can to get to this bus in California and back on the road but, we need donations to cover gas, repairs, insurance on our current vehicle, food and supplies for those we come across on this journey.”

Donate at www.gofundme.com/yuz0gk.

PEOPLE’S TRIBUNE DISCUSSION GROUPS!

Call or email us to find out if there is a People’s Tribune discussion group in your area.

(800) 691-6888 info@peoplestribune.org

very poor written small
on a scrap of poor cardboard
— Sarah Menefee
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The need to sharpen our analysis

The computer and the robot have work if there aren’t enough jobs. #blacklivesmatter… Most of the group began building beyond the limit of their class, because these workers’ rights have been denied for too long. The burden of reconciliation shouldn’t be on the historically oppressed, and maybe settler colonial America is just violently coming to terms with its genocidal legacy. How the media is manipulating the message, that has historically served the interests of the 1% makes me feel they are exacerbating racial divisions to cover up for a dead economy that cannot be revived, that we’re bent on creating chaos to restore police state order to their liking.

The ruling class never addressed this fact, and the rest of the class.

Stop the Killings: The people want a world of peace, justice, and equality

The killings of Alton Sterling in Louisiana, Philando Castile by the police and the killings of eight police officers are having a major impact on American politics. On the one hand, the killings have made millions of people angry, frustrated, and ready to take extreme solu-

tions. On the other hand, the killings have made millions of people angry, frustrated, and ready to take extreme solutions. People are owning the means of pro-
one’s needs are guaranteed and they do this by aggravating historical divisions, keeping the people fighting one another. Because of the history of slavery in this country, any time the ruling class needs to attack the working class it always finds its weakest link in the chain and harasses them. This is why the Black poor are under siege today. When, for example, the ruling class needed to destroy the public welfare system, ending the right of millions to surv-

ors, they started an assault by blaming the Black poor. Once the rights of this section of workers are eliminated, the attacks on the rest of the class begin.

What we are witnessing today is the rise of fascism in our country, and if we don’t stop it, it will strip everyone of their rights, regardless of color or nationality. This drive toward fascism is happen-

ing now because of the irresolvable economic crisis. The targeting of the poor, especially poor people of color, is part of an effort to get people to accept a police state that will be imposed on everyone.

We, the people, have a com-
mon enemy in the system of capitalist profit. We have a right to live in peace, to enjoy the fruits of our labor, and to be free and equal in the eyes of the law.

We want to ask the millions who are united around a common program, imagine if millions were united around a program that says every human being in this coun-
try has the right to food, clothing, housing, education, health care, and other necessities, and the government is obligated to guar-

We need a new cooperative society. Email editorials. Your feedback helps us stay on course as a paper that points the way forward to a new cooperative society.

The People’s Tribune welcomes your comments on our articles, especially on our covers and editorials. Your feedback helps us stay on course as a paper that points the way forward to a new cooperative society. Email info@peoplestribune.org or call 800-691-6888 toll free.

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!
“Listen to your children. Young people are ready,” says Rev. Annie Chambers, a long-time welfare rights fighter from Baltimore.

“Listen to your children. Our young people are ready. The whole world knows what happened in Baltimore. I’m a grandmother and a great-grandmother and a great great-grandmother. I had grandchildren in the middle of it. I had a grandson that helped organize it. We old people were sitting talking about how we was going to respond, and my grandson came up and said, ‘Grandma, can you get all of the elders out here?’ I said, why? He said, ‘We can take care of this. Please, Grandma.’ Well, we in Baltimore never seen like what we seen that day. When we woke up, the police had torn up the police station. They tore it down. So talk to your children. Tell them your history and they will fight. I seen girls, boys. It’s us that’s talking about what we going to do. The children are ready.”
— Rev. Annie Chambers, welfare rights activist, Black Panther, and President, Big Mama House

“I’ve been in Welfare Rights for 31 years. It’s about the importance of an organized voice, its about low income people being mistreated. It’s like a tale of two cities. When a city is poisoned and two years later the poisoned water is still coming through the pipes, it’s clear a decision was made to say ‘that’s OK.’ With the number of schools closed, when police shootings of people of color are right next to people that are blonde and blue eyed getting shot; when women, and 17-year olds get shot and police are saying ‘we’re not at fault’ — if we allow someone else to decide our outcome, it will turn out just like this. All this stuff happening today is tied to the new technology. You put that ATM card in that slot and get your money out. There was a time when I knew all those tellers working in the bank. They all went away because I had that card and they didn’t need employees anymore. Go to Home Depot, CVS, to the self-serve lines. They don’t need you anymore. Capitalism is collapsing. It’s time to get together. When we talk about one call, one class, organize not on the basis of what you look like, but on the basis of who is tired of not being educated and tired of homelessness. Now is the time. The enemy is in flux. They can’t make money the way they used to. We need to get on the offensive. Open those houses and put people in them. Take the churches, hospitals, schools. The time for change is now. This is the 50th anniversary. Welfare Rights is extremely important. Over the next two years, we are going to make them holler!”
— Maureen Taylor, State Chair, Michigan Welfare Rights Organization

“We taught each other in the past and still are. We use the People’s Tribune to educate because it’s a movement paper. We don’t just want to be part of coalitions; we want people to get an education about the type of system we need. My goal is not to become an entrepreneur. My goal is to create another system. Young people out in the streets are under attack for protecting the community, doing what this government should be doing. We may differ on some things but we are together because we are all under attack. As long as they keep us divided we won’t get anywhere. They already took everything from us. You’re not needed to work, so you don’t need healthcare or education. We need the government to move over or get the kind of system we need. We need to be educators to those on the front lines to make this happen.”
— Marian Kramer, Co Chair, National Welfare Rights Union

“We know the system stinks. We know democracy or socialism, whatever it is we need, means we have to be working together. We are so far from where we need to be. We should not be working in our own silo. Let’s reach out to the people. Let’s keep up the good work.”
— Selma Goode (95 years old), Westside Mothers

(Left to right) Marguerite Kowaleski, Chair, Oakland County Welfare Rights Organization; Selma Goode (95), Chair, Westside Mothers; and Nida Donar, Chair, The Friends of Welfare Rights. All are original organizers in the Welfare Rights Movement over 40 years ago.

Editor’s note: On June 24-25, in Detroit, the Welfare Rights movement celebrated its 50th anniversary in the fight to eliminate poverty. Activists shared stories of the courageous battles of the past—and the challenges faced today in a new era where automation is destroying jobs, and at the same time creating the possibility of a new society that ends poverty forever. The People’s Tribune, and its sister publication, the Tribuno del Pueblo, have covered this historic struggle for decades. Below are quotes from participants. More voices will be in future editions.
FLINT water disaster is still alive and dangerous

Editor’s note: This is from a Facebook post at FlintH20justice.

FLINT, MI – A FEDERAL EMERGENCY for Flint, Michigan was declared on January 16, 2016. That declaration expired on August 14, 2016. The federal emergency did NOT solve the problem that Flint residents face everyday. After President Obama’s visit to Flint, MI in May, the nation was led to believe that the water was safe to drink and donations declined.

Many are still sick and suffering with various issues due to the Flint toxic water. Experts agree that our water quality still fails the lead and copper rule test!! Furthermore, when the Environmental Protection Agency recently declared Flint water safe with the use of sink filters, the County Medical Society warned that children under 6, pregnant women and those with a compromised immune system should continue using bottled water!!

THEREFORE we DEMAND:
(1) Declare FLINT a FEDERAL DISASTER AREA which would allow, for example, the Army Corp of Engineers to replace the infrastructure.
(2) Make full Medicare available for every FLINT resident immediately.
(3) Abolish Michigan Emergency Law (P.A.436) to protect DEMOCRACY in Michigan.

Congress failed to take up the “Families of Flint Act” before recessing early on a seven-week summer break. Meanwhile, Flint families do not have the privilege of recessing and taking a break from toxic water!!

Punish the Murderers

Without water there is no life.

Last night a thirteen year old
Told how she started her day, preparing for school,
She pours bottled water into a pot
Sets it on the stove to heat up,
Uses some to make her oatmeal for breakfast,
Then brings it to the bathroom
Where she brushes her teeth and
Washes her face.
When she comes home, she carries more
Bottled water to take a bath.
She does not want any more painful skin rashes.

Without water there is no life.

Then two young siblings said
The school told them not to use the water
A month after they started school.
Their older sister said her school
Told her not to use the water
Two weeks ago. This is not a joke.

Without water there is no life.
Taking away life is murder.

A friend tells me there will be no fish
In the ocean after 2048. None.
The thing is, the trend is reversible.
Food is money, and the moneygrubbers
Are killing the thing making them rich.

But taking away life is murder.

I can’t forget this story. The woman
Who drank the water and miscarried her child.
Or the mother who described how
Her child was now having seizures,
While another has been acting out at school,
And both have lead poisoning
From the water coming from the Flint River.

The governor knew about the poison.
He appointed the emergency manager of the city and
He OK’d the city saving money by using the tainted water.
But taking away life is murder.

Without water there is no life.

Punish the murderers.
Water must be clean and free for all.

— Lew Rosenbaum

By a Flint reader

Judge sentences Flint activist – Likens her actions to Dallas killings

Judge compares the role of defendant Gertrude Marshall (left) arrested in an altercation with security guards at a water protest as comparable to “what happened in Dallas” where five police officers were killed.

Some immigration programs in the U.S. have recently been blocked. One program would have helped 4-5 million parents of U.S. citizens or legal residents. Although other parts of the program are still in place and people can apply, denying human rights to immigrant workers sets the basis for the government to deny rights to all workers. “Not one more deportation, not one more family separated,” is the call we all need to take up.
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Illinois budget impasse: We Need Federally Funded Education

By Lew Rosenbaum

CHICAGO, IL — Budget uncertainties continue to engulf Chicago Public Schools (CPS), as school opening approaches this fall. After a full year squabbling about funding, the Illinois legislature passed a partial spending plan to carry the state through the November elections. Part of the plan is to provide some help to CPS, including pension relief. Finally in mid July CPS released inadequate budgets to the individual schools. With all this uncertainty, we can’t know what programs will be chopped (e.g. fund Chicago equally with giant, Amazon, shows clearly income tax on the wealthy), the city is “broke on purpose.” A July 2 rally in Chicago called on legislators to tax the rich to resolve the problems the schools and other public services face.

Chicago mayor Rahm Emanuel has long been known for robbing from school coffers by using Tax Increment Financing dollars to support corporate development. He has recently offered city legislation to tax Airbnb. This would have the effect of increasing rents, gentrifying neighborhoods, and forcing out the homeless (e.g from a tent city viaduct in rapidly gentrifying Uptown). Emanuel pointed out what Springfield released inadequate budgets to help to CPS, including pension relief. Finally in mid July CPS released inadequate budgets to the individual schools. With all this uncertainty, we can’t know what programs will be chopped (e.g. fund Chicago equally with giant, Amazon, shows clearly income tax on the wealthy), the city is “broke on purpose.” A July 2 rally in Chicago called on legislators to tax the rich to resolve the problems the schools and other public services face.

One federal government could actually guarantee public education for all. Unlike “common core,” which is a boondoggle for private capital, the government could make public the private property that produces our “public” education: for example, the testing companies, publishing companies, janitorial corporations, food preparation, technological industries and private consultants that all steal from our public schools. The battle around education is proving to be a “school” for moving from scat tered economic struggles toward a single political struggle.

Come meet distributors of endorsed Hillary Clinton in October, 2015.

Amazon exemplifies replacement of humans with robots

By Dave Ransom

SANTA ROSA, CA. — By pushing people out of production and distribution, robotic high-tech is creating a new, proletarian class of jobless human beings.

This stark reality—strongly felt, but imperfectly understood by the 99 percent—is what underlies the radical candidacies on the left and the right: Sanders and Trump.

The rapidly growing retail giant, Amazon, shows clearly how the shift is happening.

The web-based retailer—operating out of warehouses as big as 60 football fields—is not only digging the graves of bricks-and-mortar stores like Macy’s and Walmart, but the graves of the workers themselves.

That’s not simply because Amazon is replacing human stock pickers in its massive warehouses—at last count, it has 30,000 Kiva robots on the ground in 13 “fulfillment centers,” twice the number it used just a year ago.

Working three shifts, these robots replace at least 90,000 human beings. Amazon owns the company that produces the Kivas and has plans to employ them in every one of its many more warehouses in the U.S. and Canada.

That’s more than 400,000 jobs gone—already—in the warehouses alone. And, of course, all the on-line retailers are attempting to follow Amazon’s example.

But Amazon’s robots are also replacing the hundreds of thousands of workers in malls and big-box stores, where whole chains are throwing up their hands and closing, having lost out to on-line shopping.

“Macy’s just signaled the end of the American department store as we know it,” Business Insider headlined on February 2, as Macy’s closed 40 stores. “Store closings are the hottest trend in retail,” headlined CNN Money, February 25.

Kohl’s has announced it was closing 18 stores in 2016 alone. Sears is closing 50 stores. JC Penney has closed 74 stores in the past two years. In early January, Walmart announced it was closing 154 stores in the U.S. with 10,000 workers affected.

But the chains that are closing outlets are not just big-box stores like Walmart or mall anchors like Macy’s.

Last year, Gap closed 25 percent of its stores. In early March of this year, Sports Authority filed for bankruptcy and began closing its 140 stores. In April, Sport Chalet started going-out-of-business sales at its 47 stores.

It isn’t for lack of trying. In recent years, most of these brick-and-mortar retailers have hired more and more part-timers and pressured their workers to sell more and more merchandise—classic wage-cutting and speed-up to compete with new technology. They are failing.

This is what is creating a “new class” of increasingly dispossessed workers. And it is happening very quickly. Economists expect half our existing jobs to be gone within 20 years—and that’s conservative. Through family and friends, everybody will be affected.

A new day is dawning. Wake up, America!
Revolutionary poets: Now is our time!

By Adam Gottlieb

CHICAGO, IL — If you flip through the pages of a People’s Tribune newspaper, you will find the people’s poems—true gems of revolutionary imagination and artistic reporting from the front lines of the class war. You will also find stories from the cultural renaissance that is sweeping the country as a creative expression of the profound changes society is going through.

As the Mission Statement of the San Francisco Revolutionary Poets Brigade says, “poetry has always been and continues to be not only the way the poet listens to his or her innermost being, but a way the spirit of the times, in its most forward-looking incarnation, is expressed and heard.”

Following in the footsteps of the San Francisco Revolutionary Poets Brigade and other cities around the globe, a few justice-focused poets started a Chicago Revolutionary Poets Brigade in 2014 (#RPBchi). We facilitate our own political education and collective organizing of cultural events and programs to connect artists to the existing movements around State violence, education, water, war, the environment, and other life-or-death issues.

One of our primary focuses is on the education fight that is once again heating up in Chicago. Seeing the possibility of another teacher’s strike, we decided to form a project called “ODE: Operation Defend Education.” ODE is an effort to uplift youth voices in the struggle for decent education in Chicago through poetry, writing, and the arts. We are helping to organize spoken word, hip hop, and other forms of artistic expression at rallies, actions, and other events in defense of public education, with a focus on youth. We are facilitating free writing workshops on education in schools and community groups, and putting together a blog for youth expression in the form of writing, audio, video, or artwork. Check out the blog at projectode.org.

A recent event we put on was around the Flint Water Crisis. It was called “The Last Fish: Water Is A Human Right.” (The title refers to a recent study that estimated that the oceans might be dead by the year 2048.) The program, hosted by RPBchi members Lew Rosenbaum and Eric Allen Yankee, brought together a diverse group of artists and activists to speak on the Flint Water Crisis from different angles. Chicago distributors of the People’s Tribune produced a poetry insert for Flint for the April (national poetry month) edition. At the event, Lew read his poem, “It’s Not The Same River” from the insert, which says “No one can make the babies come back/But we can have clean, free water for all/By ending the rule of private property/that protects golf courses and Preys upon the lives of our people./We are all related.”

Revolutionary poets, now is our time to organize and sharpen our weapon. As Jack Hirschman, co-founder of the original Revolutionary Poets Brigade, has said, “poetry can be the greatest weapon in revolutionary struggle.” And in the words of the great revolutionary poet Roque Dalton: “Poetry, like bread, is for everyone.”

To get involved in the #RPBchi and/or submit to the ODE blog, email revolutionarypoets-brigadechi@gmail.com

Shorter College: Another underground railroad, Part II

By Raymond L. Smith

LITTLE ROCK, AK — Shorter College was founded in 1886 to offer a glimmer of light and a path out of despair to descendants of former slaves. Leaders of the African Methodist Episcopal (AME) Church were very much aware of ancient history and the slavery institution in America. Wise and spiritually-guided denomination stewards decided to make a difference. They were profoundly cognizant that education (knowledge) was a component of freedom, independence and prosperity.

From the earliest time of recorded history, mankind has searched for ways to improve themselves and their living conditions. Since the beginning there have been inequities and class distinctions leading to unfair practices which target certain groups.

Human beings of all races and cultures have certain things in common whether we realize it or not. These are experiences that we encounter although from different perspectives. Oppression, intimidation and discrimination are a few of the conditions that can be mentioned regarding the unjust and offensive predicaments. When we are the victim of seemingly hopeless and life-threatening conditions our souls seek relief. Many individuals in this situation pray to their God for deliverance. Another remedy or antidote to dreadful social injustices is education. Remember—knowledge is power.

Following the example of Richard Allen who established the African Methodist Episcopal Church in 1787, plans for Bethel University were formulated in 1885 when Bishop T.M.D. Ward was Chairman of the Board.

A struggling Bethel University originally held classes in the basement of Bethel AME Church which was then located at Ninth and Broadway Streets in Little Rock, Arkansas. Searching for its proper place and identity, the college moved to Arkadelphia, Arkansas in 1888. A few years later, board members changed the name to Shorter University. Bishop James Alexander Shorter, was the organizer of the A.M.E. Church in Arkansas. In May of 1894, the institution was chartered. A year later the university obtained facilities in North Little Rock and both campuses were maintained by the Arkansas AME Conference for several years.

Eventually both campuses were consolidated in North Little Rock and the name was changed to Shorter College. From 1886 until early 1955, the school operated as a four-year college. In May of 1955, it started operating as a two-year institution.

Editor’s note: See the July, 2016 edition of the People’s Tribune for Part I.

I went to Gregory 10 years of my life
That was 5 years of teachers not getting their rights
Teachers that showed me a different level or altitude
That told me once you in that system
you screwed my dude
Leave em out to dry like a camel
Don’t believe me let me give you an example
On a beautiful hump day teachers went on strike
Now she was my A1, my favorite teacher
Now she was my A1, my favorite teacher
Now Ima cleanse your soul like Ima preacher
Now she was my A1, my favorite teacher
End of the summer I was walkin down
the street during the heat
I saw her laid out in front of my feet
I went to Gregory 10 years of my life
That was 5 years of teachers not getting their rights
Teachers that showed me a different level or altitude
That told me once you in that system
you screwed my dude
Leave em out to dry like a camel
Don’t believe me let me give you an example
On a beautiful hump day teachers went on strike
Now she was my A1, my favorite teacher
Now she was my A1, my favorite teacher
Now Ima cleanse your soul like Ima preacher
Now she was my A1, my favorite teacher
End of the summer I was walkin down
the street during the heat
I saw her laid out in front of my feet
Now I’mma cleanse your soul like I’mma preacher
Now she was my A1, my favorite teacher
Now she was my A1, my favorite teacher
Now Ima cleanse your soul like Ima preacher
Now she was my A1, my favorite teacher
End of the summer I was walkin down
the street during the heat
I saw her laid out in front of my feet
Now I’mma cleanse your soul like I’mma preacher
Now she was my A1, my favorite teacher
Now she was my A1, my favorite teacher
Now Ima cleanse your soul like Ima preacher
Now she was my A1, my favorite teacher
End of the summer I was walkin down
the street during the heat
I saw her laid out in front of my feet

— Cantrell, 9th grade
**By Rev. Edward Pinkney**

MARQUETTE, MI — Terrance “T-Shirt” Shurn is murdered by police in 2003 in Benton Harbor, MI. Then police violently break up a peaceful vigil, creating an uprising. The Army is brought in to patrol the streets. Michigan Gov. Jennifer Granholm forms a taskforce that she says will help residents. She has no intentions of helping residents of this impoverished former industrial city. This is the beginning of the takeover by the corporations, the merger of Whirlpool and the city of Benton Harbor government—which is known as fascism.

In 2004, led by Whirlpool backed Commissioner Glen Yarbrough, beachfront city property is given away for a proposed Jack Nicholas Signature Golf Course. In 2005, the citizens get enough votes to recall Yarbrough, but the judge sets aside the election to keep Yarbrough’s seat. I am falsely charged with voter fraud. The trial ends in a hung jury. A new trial with an all white jury convicts me. I am placed on probation and then sent to prison on a probation violation for quoting the Bible. After nearly a year of incarceration, the court of appeals orders my release.

In 2008-10, Gov. Granholm brings in an unelected Financial Manager under Public Act 72 to run Benton Harbor. The residents take control of the city commission away from Whirlpool. Young Black men in Benton Harbor are increasingly found dead under questionable circumstances. Sheriff Paul Bailey says there is no foul play. This continues.

In 2011, Whirlpool’s puppet James Hightower becomes mayor. Gov. Rick Snyder puts Public Act 4 in place to change Emergency Financial Managers to Emergency Managers, giving them absolute power over all aspects of government. The Emergency Manager continues to give away public land to Whirlpool.

In 2012, Michigan citizens vote to repeal Public Act 4. Then Gov. Snyder signs into law Public Act 436. It is almost identical to the original law, but stronger against the residents. In 2013, a recall of the corrupt mayor James Hightower begins. The petitions are turned in with the required number of signatures. Sheriff Bailey investigates the petitions at the request of the mayor, prosecutor and judge who stop the recall election. The sheriff’s department begins intimidating residents who signed the petitions.

In 2014, SWAT teams surround my home. I am charged with voter fraud, five felonies, with no direct or indirect evidence. I am convicted by an all white jury that is motivated by something other than the truth, and jailed. We must confront corporate power, this racist system, and fight together.

Donate to the Pinkney defense at bhbanco.org/

---

**Free Rev. Pinkney billboard in Benton Harbor, MI.**

**Conversations to the families of Joe Zangaro and Ron Kienzle**

By Rev. Edward Pinkney

MARQUETTE, MI — I want to express my condolences to the families of Joe Zangaro and Ron Kienzle. These were good men who, while serving as bailiffs in the Berrien County Courthouse, were mercilessly gunned down. Joe and Ron were great guys and were supportive of me. I will never forget their goodness. They were both in their early sixties—too young to be taken from their families and friends. I pray that God will give them strength and solace in this time of tragedy.

---

**We can turn the tide on corporations making people homeless**

By Joseph Peery

CHICAGO, IL — According to the latest analysis done yearly by the Chicago Coalition for the Homeless, there are an estimated 125,848 homeless people living in the city of Chicago. This statistic has been steadily going up each year since the Chicago Coalition for the Homeless began doing the analysis about four years ago. Over that same approximate period of time, the Chicago Housing Authority emptied out a majority of the Cabrini Green row houses with the false promise that they would renovate and move families back in.

Windows were Improperly boarded up and glass was removed, allowing snow and rain to seep in and cause water damage, mold infestation and blight. Many residents say this was done purposely in order to avoid renovation and force demolition followed by the construction of mixed income housing.

This translates into more contracts for private corporations and little to no housing for the poor who are ending up homeless. Residents took the CHA to court in September of last year. The settlement states that 40% of the mixed-income units that the CHA intends to construct on the site must be for public housing. Let’s not forget that the CHA has broken almost all its agreements with residents in the past as well as court orders from judges and has not been punished.

To add insult to injury, it was reported as far back as September, 2011 in the Chicago Reporter that HUD has been paying public housing agencies as if the large number of vacant apartments they manage are occupied. Vacant apartments do not require maintenance in the same way occupied apartments do. This provides a minimum amount of effort and maximum profit for whoever is managing those empty apartments.

All public housing in the city of Chicago is now managed by private corporations. This is precisely what HUD intended to happen. Sean Donovan, who was the head of HUD in 2010, told public housing resident leadership from New York, Chicago and New Orleans that he intended to save public housing by making it private.

This privatization of public housing is not only causing homelessness but is profiting by it. So, homeless bodies pile up each winter unable to survive the cold winter nights while life-saving apartments remain empty lining corporate pockets with millions. Government responsibility for it’s citizens well-being, or lack thereof, is a battleground that the corporations have been winning. We can turn the tide if we, the oppressed and exploited of this land, take advantage of our large numbers and enter that battle fighting in our own interests.

---

**Voices of Benton Harbor**

I had to leave Benton Harbor for injustice to single women with children. Water bills went up. The more I paid, the more they cut the water off. Rev. Pinkney helped me with college students who were driving someone else’s vehicle that had a rearview mirror missing. They were pulled over and taken to jail. Rev. Pinkney was inside City Hall giving instructions of what to do.

— Jenise Blue

---

**Get out the People’s Tribune**

Order copies of the People’s Tribune to distribute in your community. Bundles of papers will be sent to you for a 50 cent per paper donation. Call 800-691-6888 or email info@peopletribune.org to order your papers today!